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JULY 28 — AUG 1, 1997 1 YEAR 1 MONTH  LAST
AGO AGO WEEK

Market Cap (RM bil) 699.3 739.5 706.5
— Main Board 656.4 674.5 642.2
— Second Board 42.9 65.0 64.3
KLCI (pts) 1,087.97 1,078.90 1,002.63
SBI (pts) 471.00 562.84 545.86
3-mth Klibor 7.3850 7.4400 8.440
RM/US$ 2.4855 2.5130 2.6200

WEEKLY VOLUME LEADERS
counter Close High Low +/- +/- Vol

(RM) (RM) (RM) (RM) (%) (m)
Econstates 3.62 4.52 3.48 -0.30 -7.65 105.4
Taiping 2.74 3.26 2.73 -0.28 -9.27 52.2
Pelangi 2.75 3.26 2.73 -0.23 9.13 26.9
Eupe Manufacturing 2.91 3.24 2.90 0.04 1.39 26.6
Renong 3.36 3.54 3.30 -0.16 -4.55 26.6

WEEKLY TOP GAINERS
counter Close High Low +/- +/- Vol

(RM) (RM) (RM) (RM) (%) (m)
Uniphoenix—T 4.80 4.86 2.48 1.028 36.36 3.2
Zaitun Industries 17.40 18.20 15.90 3.40 24.29 6.2
Rediffusion 11.10 11.20 9.00 2.10 23.33 0.3
Malpac Holdings 9.45 9.55 7.75 1.60 20.38 9.3
Evermaster 22.60 24.30 18.60 3.60 18.65 6.9

WEEKLY TOP LOSERS
counter Close High Low +/- +/- Vol

(RM) (RM) (RM) (RM) (%) (m)
Suntech—U 0.600 0.800 0.600 -0.200 -25.00 0.4
Commerce Asset—T 3.76 5.00 3.76 -1.24 -24.80 0.1
Asas Dunia 7.85 9.20 7.75 -1.25 -13.74 5.1
Sriwani—W 1.80 2.07 1.80 -0.27 -13.04 0.1
Suntech-W 3.88 4.38 3.88 -0.56 -12.61 0.1
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ECONOMICS & STRATEGY

The market didn’t like Bank Negara’s latest measure to keep the cap on base lending rates of banks and
finance companies at July’s levels. The immediate impact could be a detrimental effect on interest margin or
banks that have resorted to costly interbank market for funding in July. At the policy level, the arbitrary
move raises question marks on its commitment to liberalising interest rate movements. The argument that
this is (or expected to be) a temporary measure cannot stand against the scenario of prolonged instability in
regional currency values.

There is no reason why it should react differently on the currency swap limit effective today.

On Sunday, the central bank imposed a US$2m ceiling on banks’ outstanding non-trade related ringgit offer
side swap transactions for each foreign customers on a group basis — a possibility we intimated last month
(see investment Weekly July 21, 1997). It is a cheaper way of combating hedge fund operators, given that
RM8.8b have been expended — in vain — to support the ringgit in early July.

It may be argued that the intended effects could be positive for the market; restricting access to short-term
ringgit will eliminate one direct source of speculative forces in the market and brings about short term
stability to the ringgit. Also, by limiting access to foreign currency speculators, more ringgit will be made
available in the local system to boost domestic liquidity and exert downward pressure on interest rates.

But the move is belated; a month ago, it would be a much more appreciated tool to fight off speculators (read:
blame it on Dr M’s absence).

The move should refresh investors’ memory to late 1993 and early 1994, when a series of administrative
measures were instituted to stem the inflow of speculative hot money. There were no less than five back-to-
back capital control measures, including a punitive negative interest-bearing vostro accounts. The stockmarket
responded decisively negative, losing 316 points (24.8%) in the ensuing three months. We can only expect
more measures, although not all necessarily negative, from Bank Negara in the weeks ahead.

We advise a sell on KL market this week, given Telekom’s anaemic interims, Bakun’s “unbankable” status
and lingering discomfort with June 97’s expected trade deficit. [David Yong 466-3929]
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SPECIAL SITUATION: THE AMCORP-GBH DEAL
A thorny issue in the RM500m restructuring exercise

The Securities Commission last week approved a proposal by Azman Hashim’s Arab Malaysian Corporation
(Amcorp) to take over loss-making sewerage pipe maker Goh Ban Huat through a direct share acquisition
(RM207.3m) and injection of property assets totalling RM293.2m. Apart from a minor revision in the pricing
of the assets (which should be acceptable), several conditions imposed on the exercise are throwing doubts if
the deal could be consummated as approved.

Among the conditions (which are being deliberated by both parties) are:

■ the vendor is required to provide a profit guarantee based on 100% of the maintainable profit for the
assets for 3 full years ending March 1998, 1999 and 2000.

■ Amcorp shall comply with mandatory general offer for the rest of GBH shares it does not own (i.e. at
RM7.50 per share, based on the conditional share purchase agreement between the Goh family and
Amcorp for the preliminary 50% plus one share)

■ Amcorp is required to secure approvals for the development of its land, and procure a statutory decla-
ration that Melawangi (developer of Amcorp Mall) is the beneficial owner of the land.

■ The existing businesses of GBH to be sold back to the Goh family shall not be floated, directly or
indirectly, again on the KLSE.

The implication from this minor revision in the price tag for the assets is a slight positive for GBH as it was
reduced marginally from RM298m to RM293.2m. The issuance of 48.9m new shares at RM6.00 each, instead
of 53.2m shares at RM5.60 each, will result in less dilution in the future earnings of the restructured group.

While the stock responded with a 50 sen jump upon requotation on Wednesday, it did not surge to the “magi-
cal” GO price of RM7.50. Rightly so, because we believe the risk of the deal being ditched is still real — and
which appears to hinge greatly on the profit guarantee factor.

Guidelines on profit guarantee are varied — in this case, tightened: Based on our clarification with
the SC, its standing guidelines on profit guarantee usually require the vendors to warrant 100% of first
year’s profit, and 100% of the next two years’ “maintainable profits.” In this instance, one of the conditions
attached to GBH-Amcorp deal expressedly requires the vendors (i.e. Amcorp) to provide a profit guarantee
based on 100% of maintainable profit of the assets for the year to March 31,1998, 1999 and 2000.

Based our sources’ information, the proforma earnings forecast for the new group would be RM18m for FY
March 98 (effective six-month contribution, assuming the deal is completed at end-Sept), RM36m for FY99
and RM38m FY2000. This would have given rise to a maintainable earnings of RM26m. Amcorp thinks the
application of the profit guarantee guideline is not quite logical because it would mean guaranteeing RM26m
for FY98 when it only projects to make RM18m for FY98.

We can only speculate that the guidelines were varied by the SC to enhance the protection of minority interests,
given the risk and scrutiny associated with property investments in current business climate.
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Table: Proforma and Forecast Profit of Restructured GBH

FY Mar 31 FY94 FY95 FY96 FY97 FY98F* FY99F FY2000F

Turnover 22.2 42.4 91.7 N.A N.A N.A N.A
Pre-tax Profit 2.6 7.6 36.6 N.A N.A N.A N.A
Earnings 1.8 5.3 25.7 31.0e 18.0 38.0 36.0

Notes:
N.A — not available e — our estimate F – Amcorp's internal projections * – six-month impact
Source: Capitalcorp Securities

Amcorp will enhance its control of GBH beyond 73%: Post-restructuring, Azman Hashim’s Amcorp will
increase its effective stake in GBH from preliminary 50% plus one share to 73.2% of the enlarged share
capital of 105.2m shares. Its average acquisition cost works out to RM6.55 per GBH share. This, we reiter-
ate, is still a conditional share purchase agreement.

Recommendation: Based on the projected earnings to FY2000, there is no case to argue for a buy on GBH
(RM6.50: 18.9x, 18.5x), especially in the current bearish sentiment on property investments. The earnings
anchor Amcorp Mall, nevertheless, can be expected to surprise given its strategic location and reportedly
good sales todate. The speculative attraction in GBH lies in the opportunity to profit from the mandatory GO
at RM7.50 i.e. 15.4% immediate upside from current share price of RM6.70. There are two possible outcomes
from this state of stalemate, both of which are unlikely to be resolved in the short term

■ a conditional acceptance, subject to successful appeal against the intended effect of the profit guaran-
tee requirement

■ a total rejection of the entire exercise, although the deal has been nurtured for almost 10 months. This
will also means the conditional share pruchase agreement at RM7.50 per share will be aborted and
thus, no mandatory general offer.

We do not recommend jumping head-long into GBH at this stage, as the risk of the deal being abandoned is
still real. [David Yong 466-3929]
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COMPANY UPDATE
Cycle & Carriage Bintang: Strong Buy — Fundamentals remain intact
Contact: Chau Sik Cheong, Financial Controller/Lee Eng Eng, GM Sales & Marketing

Strong sales for the year to June: Sales of Mercedes Benz passenger cars remains strong going by the
latest numbers released by the Malaysian Motor Traders Association (MMTA). Unit sales grew by 22% to
2,281 units in the Jan-June period vs the previous corresponding period. The waiting period is still long,
though slightly lower compared to March 97. For the E-Class, the buyers need to wait 8 months vs 9 months
in March; the S-Class 1-2 months vs 2-3 months previously and the C-Class 2-3 months vs 3-4 months.

Supply of limousines to KLIA: Latest news reports have confirmed that the limousine service at the KL
International Airport will use M Benz cars. The government recently awarded the rights to operate the limo
service at the KLIA to a consortium of 3 companies. They are Syarikat Airport Limo (a joint venture between
Selecta Accord and Consortium of Limousine Operators LTAB), Mara Holdings and Zalnas Limousines. Ini-
tially, the consortium will be operating 1,713 limousines of which 70% (1,200 units) are M Benz C250Ds, 29%
(497 units) Proton Perdana and 1% (16 units) multi-purpose vehicles to cater for the handicapped.

Delays due to red tape: However, the consortia have yet to sign on the dotted line due to red tape plus we
suspect, logistic problems due to the sheer size of the new fleet. Management is confident that the cars will
be delivered before year-end. Because the airport is targeted to be operational on Jan 1 1998, deliveries of the
limousines will have to be made in 1997. We factored in sales of 1,000 C-250Ds in our total sales projection of
6,700 units for the FY ending Dec 97.

APs for CBU cars to be phased out? On Friday, International Trade and Industry Minister Datuk Rafidah
Aziz stated that Approved Permits for the importation of completely built-up (CBU) cars will eventually be
phased out as they do not subscribe to a liberalised market. No time frame had been set but it was implied
that the move might be within 5 years. APs were introduced in 1968 with the aim of nurturing bumiputra
participation in the car business. It would be a slight positive for C&C Bintang should the AP system be
abolished. The luxury car market would be more competitive since it would be easier to bring in fully im-
ported cars — the issuance of APs is presently tightly regulated by the Treasury Department and demand
often exceeds supply. On the other hand, C&C Bintang need not pay Naza Motors for its ability to source
APs.

Deutschemark remains stable against the ringgit: Although the ringgit has weakened by 3% against
the US dollar since the beginning of the year, it has appreciated by 15% against the DM from RM1.616/DM
to RM1.41/DM. Because the ringgit has been trading at RM1.41-1.48/DM since mid-February, we are com-
fortable with our forecast average exchange rate of RM1.50/DM for C&C Bintang in FY97. Germany cannot
afford to let the DM appreciate too much as this could strangle exports and depress its already feeble 2-3%
economic growth this year.

Conclusion: Due to lumpy sales, the soon-to-be-released financial results for the six months to June will
come in way below our full year forecast EPS of RM2.25. We are maintaining our forecast because of KLIA-
related sales of 1,000 units of C250Ds and growing sales of CKD units in the second half. EPS in FY98 is
projected to grow by a further 18% to RM2.66. We maintain our strong buy rating on C&C Bintang (RM17.50
7.8x, 6.6x). [Chris Leow 253-1626]


